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The changing universe model (CUM) describes galaxy parameter relationships (SESAPS ’03,
session EB 2). The CUM must be successfully applied to cosmological scale observations to be
considered a cosmological model. A major component of current cosmological models is the Hubble
constant Ho. An equation is derived using the CUM model relating redshift z and the distance
D to galaxies and is applied to a sample of 32 spiral galaxies with D calculated using Cepheid
variable stars. The equation predicts a galaxy may have z < 0 in special circumstances. Three
elliptical galaxies with peculiar characteristics are discovered to be CUM Sinks. The Sinks give a
physical explanation of the “Virgocentric infall” and “Great Attractor” observations without a large,
unobserved mass. At low cosmological distances, the equation reduces to z ≈ exp(KD) − 1 ≈ KD,
where K is a constant, positive value. The equation predicts z from galaxies over 23 Gpc distant
approaches a constant value on the order of 1000. The CUM gives a physical basis for the Doppler
shift of particle photons.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Es,98.62.Py
I. INTRODUCTION
The changing universe model (CUM) [1] was derived
from examining galaxy scale observations. The CUM
must be successfully applied to cosmological scale obser-
vations to be considered a cosmological model.
That the redshift z of emitted photons from galax-
ies generally increases with the extragalactic distance D
(Mpc) between the emitting galaxy and observer is well
known (z −D relationship). The z −D relationship has
different meanings in current cosmologies. The idea of
“expanding space” may be defined as a set of comoving
coordinates wherein Space is like an expanding rubber
sheet that carries matter along with it. Space is expand-
ing between particles. Alternatively, expanding Space
may be like an expanding gas in a vacuum. Space exerts
a force on particles causing matter to be carried along
with the expanding Space. An alternate idea is that
Space is an unobtrusive medium through which matter
moves in free particle motion with a certain initial ve-
locity and inertia. In these cases, photons have a dual
particle and wave nature and the distribution of matter
in the universe is assumed isotropic and homogeneous in
cosmological scale volumes.
Currently fashionable, cosmological models attributes
z to be solely a Doppler shift of a light wave. The “stan-
dard model” assumes the universe is homogeneous and
isotropic. The assumption of homogeneity is compatible
with either a static galaxy distribution or with a very spe-
cial velocity field obeying the Hubble Law [2, page 396]
D =
c
Ho
z, (1)
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where Ho (km s
−1 Mpc−1) is the Hubble constant and c
(km s−1) is the speed of light. The Ho occupies a pivotal
role in current cosmologies. The methods of calculating
supernova distances, the cosmological microwave back-
ground (CMB) power spectrum, weak gravitational lens-
ing, cluster counts, baryon oscillation, expansion of the
universe, and the fundamental aspects of the Big Bang
depend on Ho and the Hubble law.
However, the determination of Ho has a large uncer-
tainty and different researchers calculate different values.
Figure 1 shows the measured galactocentric redshift zm
versus the calculated redshift zH using Eq. (1), Ho = 70
km s−1 Mpc−1, and D calculated using Cepheid variable
stars for 32 galaxies [3, 4]. The correlation coefficient of
zH versus zm is 0.80.
The deviation of the recession velocity of a galaxy from
the straight line of the Hubble Law is ascribed to a “pe-
culiar velocity” of the photon emitting galaxy relative to
earth [2, page 439]. The deviation from the Hubble Law
is the only means of determining the peculiar velocity
of a galaxy. Therefore, to determine the distances to n
galaxies requires n + 1 constants. However, the pecu-
liar velocity is assumed to be limited to less than 1000
km s−1, which is a small error at cosmological scale dis-
tances. Also, the average peculiar velocity for all galaxies
is assumed to be zero on the scale that the universe ap-
pears homogenous. The 2dFGRS [5] suggests this scale
is z > 0.2.
The circles in Fig. 1 denote data for galaxies in the gen-
eral direction of (l, b) = (290◦ ± 20◦, 75◦ ± 15◦). These
galaxies are outliers. Aaronson et al. [6] found the pe-
culiar velocity field in the local supercluster is directed
toward NGC 4486 (Messier 087) with (l, b) ≈ (284◦, 74◦)
at a speed of 331±41 km s−1. This has been called the
“Virgocentric infall”. NGC 4486 is a peculiar, large, el-
liptical galaxy with strong X-ray emissions. In addition,
Lilje et al. [7] detected a quadrupolar tidal velocity field
from spiral galaxy data in addition to the Virgocentric
2FIG. 1: Plot of the measured redshift zm versus the calcu-
lated redshift zH after the third iteration using Eq. (1) and D
calculated using Cepheid variable stars for 32 galaxies [3, 4].
The straight line is a plot of zH = zm. The circles indicate the
data points for galaxies with (l,b) = (290◦ ± 20◦,75◦ ± 15◦).
infall pointing toward (l,b) = (308◦ ± 13◦, 13◦ ± 9◦) at a
speed of ≈ 200 km s−1. NGC 5128 (Centaurus A) at (l,b)
= (310◦, 19◦) and at a distance of 3.84±0.35 Mpc [8] is a
galaxy with properties [9] similar to NGC 4486. Lynden-
Bell et al. [10] found elliptical galaxies at distances in the
2000-7000 km s−1 range are streaming toward a “Great
Attractor” centered on (l, b) = (307◦±13◦, 9◦±8◦). Cen-
taurus B at (l,b) = (310◦, 2◦) is a galaxy with properties
similar to NGC 4486. In a more recent analysis, Hudson
et al. [11] suggested a bulk flow of 225 km s−1 toward
(l, b) ≈ (300◦, 10◦). However, the total mass in these
directions appears to be insufficient to account for the
peculiar velocity fields using Newtonian dynamics.
The changing universe model (CUM) proposed that
Sources at the center of galaxies are continually erupting
the Space and matter of our universe [1]. Space is a con-
stituent of our universe that “flows” from point Sources
at the center of galaxies to Sinks. The “flow” is like the
nonviscous flow of heat from point sources to point sinks
in a solid. Space and the distribution of matter in Space
are neither isotropic nor homogeneous. The Space poten-
tial ρ is like temperature in a solid. The gradient ∇ρ of
the Space potential influences matter by exerting a force
on the surface area of matter. Photons are columns of ba-
sic particles called hods. The hod is a two-dimensional
surface with zero thickness. As photons move through
Space, hods may be stripped (redshift) from or added
(blueshift) to the photon hod column.
The z − D relationship might show the reality of the
physical nature of Space, of Space expansion, of the ho-
mogeneity of the universe, and of light.
This Paper examines the z−D relationship of 32 spiral
galaxies within 25 Mpc using the CUM of Space and of
photons. The developed equation results in a higher cor-
relation coefficient than the Hubble law. Also, a physical
basis for the observed Virgocentric infall, for the Great
Attractor phenomena, and for the Doppler shift of par-
ticle photons is given.
The object of this article is to apply the CUM beyond
galaxy scale distances by developing an equation for the
calculation of z and by testing the equation using obser-
vations of galaxies that have D calculated using Cepheid
variable stars. In section II, the CUM z calculation equa-
tion is developed. The equation is applied to galaxies,
and compared with galaxy observations in Section III.
Some implications of the equation are discussed in IV.
The results are discussed in Section V. Section VI lists
the conclusions.
II. MODEL
The CUM suggests the energy of a photon is propor-
tional to the number N of hods in the particle column
[1] of the photon. The calculated redshift zc is
zc ≡
△λ
λ
=
Ne
No
− 1, (2)
where λ is the wavelength, Ne is the emitted N , and No
is the observed N .
From the energy continuity equation [1] of a volume en-
closing the path of the photon in its travel from emitter to
observer, N is changed by the amount of Space through
which the photon travels and the gravity of galaxies. The
loss of hods per unit volume is posited to be proportional
the number of hods entering the volume V of Space (Prin-
ciple of Repetition),
dN
dV
= −KvN, (3)
where Kv is the proportionality constant.
To explain phenomena of galaxies, the CUM also sug-
gests hods combine to form photons only near a Source.
Therefore, there is a minimum number Nmin of hods that
a photon may have outside the immediate volume of the
Source. Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) yields,
zc + 1 =
Ne
Nmin +Ne exp(−Kv
∫D
0
dV )
. (4)
The V is
V = CsD ρ¯, (5)
where Cs is the cross section of V and ρ¯ is the average ρ
in V .
3For theD and change ofN considered herein, Cs is con-
sidered a constant. For greater distances, where the total
change of N is relatively larger than considered herein,
the Cs is a function of N and ρ at the position of the
photon [1]. The
ρ¯ =
1
D
∫ D
0
ρ dx, (6)
where dx is the incremental ho distance x traveled by the
photon.
The conservation of matter, which includes photons as
matter particles, implies for each galaxy
ǫm +KlmLI +MI = KlmLO +MO +Mg, (7)
where ǫm (M⊙ s
−1), MI (M⊙ s
−1), MO (M⊙ s
−1), Mg
(M⊙ s
−1), LI (erg s
−1), LO (erg s
−1), and Klm (M⊙/erg)
are the amount of mass emitted per second by the Source
of the galaxy, the matter per second (exclusive of pho-
tons) into the galaxy from other galaxies, the matter per
second (exclusive of photons) emitted by the galaxy, the
matter per second increase in the galaxy, the luminosity
due to photons into the galaxy, the luminosity due to
photons emitted from the galaxy and the proportional-
ity constant to convert erg toM⊙, respectively. Matter is
“in” a galaxy when it is in orbit around the Source, where
the dynamics of the matter is principally determined by
the galaxy parameters.
The feedback mechanism at the center of galaxies
causes the mass of a mature and stable galaxy to re-
main constant [1]. Therefore, Mg = 0 and the mass of a
mature galaxy is proportional to the ǫm. Therefore, the
net effect of the mass and Space forces of the galaxy is
proportional to ǫm. The ρ at a point i in Space (ρi) is
the sum of the ρ effect of all galaxies [1],
ρi = Kρ
∑all galaxies
k=1
ǫmk
rik
if
all galaxies∑
k=1
ǫmk
rik
> 0, (8a)
ρi = 0 if
all galaxies∑
k=1
ǫmk
rik
≤ 0, (8b)
where the roman, italic subscript denotes an index of the
parameter to which it is a subscript, Kρ is a proportion-
ality constant, and rik is the ho distance from the k
th
galaxy to the ith point. The ǫm > 0 for Sources and
ǫm < 0 for Sinks.
A dilemma is created by considering the ǫm < 0 for
a Sink. The calculation of Eq. (8a) will yield ρi < 0
for regions near Sinks. The CUM proposes the ρ must
be positive or, in a void, zero. The ǫm of a Sink is the
amount of mass ejected from our universe. Therefore,
to overcome this calculation dilemma, in regions where
Eq. (8a) yields a ρi < 0, the values of ρi = 0, ∇ρi = 0,
and ∇2ρi = 0 will be used.
The CUM proposes that in a galaxy with no neigh-
bor galaxies (an intrinsic galaxy), the mass emitted by
the Source remains around the Source. Since Space is
causally correlated and coherent [1], the presence of other
galaxies causes a ∇ρ that can cause matter to be re-
moved from orbiting a galaxy. Other galaxies or Sinks
might capture the matter removed from a galaxy’s orbit.
The net force on a particle from a Source type galaxy
is the difference of the ∇ρ force and gravity. Thus, the
effective mass of Source type galaxy appears less than
Newtonian expectation. Conversely, the net force on a
particle from a Sink type galaxy is the sum of the ∇ρ
force and gravity. Thus, the effective mass of a Sink type
galaxy appears more than Newtonian expectation. For
a photon, the cross section perpendicular to the column
of hods is zero. Therefore, the ∇ρ force perpendicular
to the column is zero. Therefore, the photon experiences
the full gravitational force whereas baryonic particles ex-
perience the gravitational force modified by the∇ρ force.
This Paper posits the net mass removed from the
galaxy is destined to be captured by a Sink, only, and
is proportional (Principle of Feedback) to the ∇ρ at the
center of the galaxy due to all other galaxies (∇ρc),
MO −MI ≈ Ksǫ|∇ρc|, (9)
where Ksǫ is a proportionally constant and |∇ρc| is the
value of ∇ρc.
The LO of a galaxy is from photons emitted by the
mass and the Source of the galaxy. The LO of a galaxy
is assumed to be isotropic. Other factors such as the
K-correction were ignored. The LO is posited to be pro-
portional to the flux in the β-band at a standard distance
from the galaxy. Therefore, to a first approximation,
ǫm = KlmLO +Ksǫ|∇ρc|, (10)
where
KlmLO = Klf10
−0.4Mβ ; (11)
Mβ ≡ mβ − Ext + 25− 5 log(D); (12)
Klf is a proportionality constant; and Mβ (mag.), mβ
(mag.), and Ext (mag.) are the absolute magnitude,
apparent magnitude, and extinction, respectively, of the
galaxy.
Since V is a function of x and time t,
dV (x, t) =
∂V
∂x
dx+
∂V
∂t
dt. (13)
Expressing Eq. (13) as a function of ρ and D and sub-
stituting into Eq. (4) yields,
1
zc + 1
= Kmin + exp(KdpDP +KdD +KpP
+KfF +K∇
∫ D
0
∇2ρ dx+KvpPve, (14)
4where: (1) Relatively small terms such as terms involving
the relative ǫ of the emitter and observer were ignored.
(2) TheKmin = Nmin/Ne is a constant for a givenNe. (3)
The Kdp, Kd, Kp, Kf , K∇, and Kvp are constants. (4)
The P =
∫D
0 ρwodx, where ρwo is the ρi calculated from
Eq. (8) with the emitter and observer galaxies omitted.
(5) The F =
∫ D
0
[(∂ρ/∂x) − Kco]dx, where Kco is the
minimum (∂ρ/∂x) that removes hods from the photon
and the Principle of Feedback has been used to derive
the linear relationship. (6) The ∇2ρ term derives from
dρ/dt = ∇2ρ of the energy continuity equation. (7) The
relative velocity of the emitting and observing galaxies
causes a change in V , hence N , and has three causes.
One is the expansion of our universe due to expansion of
the second dimension [1]. By the Principle of Negative
Feedback, this component is linearly related to the ho dis-
tance (KdpP +Kd)D, where Kdp and Kd are constants.
The second cause is due to the possible peculiar velocity
of the Milky Way relative to the reference frame derived
by summing over all Sources and Sinks similar to Mach’s
principle [1]. Another cause derives from the inaccuracy
of defining the reference frame because the Sources and
Sinks directly on the other side of the Milky Way center
from earth are unobservable from earth. The component
ve deriving from the second and third causes is propor-
tional to the cosine of the angular difference between the
target galaxy and the direction of ve. Thus,
ve = cos(90
◦ − Lat) cos(90
◦ −Klat)
+ sin(90◦ − Lat) sin(90
◦ −Klat)
× cos(Lon −Klon), (15)
where Lat (degrees) and Lon (degrees) are the galac-
tic latitude and longitude, respectively, of the emitting
galaxy; and Klat and Klon are the galactic latitude and
galactic longitude, respectively, of the direction of ve.
III. RESULTS
The sample galaxies were selected from the NED
database[17]. The selection criteria were that the helio-
centric redshift zmh be less than 0.03 and that the object
be a galaxy. The parameters obtained from the NED
database included the galaxy name, Lon, Lat, the helio-
centric redshift zmh, morphology, the mβ in the visible
range as defined by NED, and the galactic extinction Ext.
The zm was calculated from zmh.
The 21-cm line width W20 (km s
−1) at 20 percent of
the peak and the inclination in (degrees) between the line
of sight and polar axis were obtained from the LEDA
database[18] when such data existed.
In the CUM, peculiar velocity is caused by P and F .
Therefore, the inward peculiar velocity field of the Virgo-
centric infall is because NGC 4486, NGC 5128, and Cen-
taurus B were considered Sinks with mass surrounding
them. That additional Sinks may exist in the direction
of (l,b) = (300◦, 10◦) has also been suggested [11].
The constants to be discovered are the constants of
Eqs. (10) and (14), the luminosity of the three Sinks, the
distance to NGC 5128 and Centaurus B, and the lumi-
nosity of the Milky Way. Since the D and ǫ of all galaxies
consistent with the CUM must also be found, calculat-
ing the constants was done by making several simplifying
assumptions and by iteration. The simplifying assump-
tions were: (1) The distance Da to the 32 trial galaxies
calculated by Freedman et al. [3] and Macri et al. [4] us-
ing Cepheid variable stars are proportional to the CUM
ho distance[1]. (2) The rik is limited to 30 Mpc except
for the Sinks to reduce the selection bias caused by limit-
ing the zm of the galaxies selected. (3) Galaxies with an
unlisted morphology in the NED database were ignored.
An alternate method may be to assign a low value of
mβ to such galaxies. This option was rejected because a
large number of such galaxies were from the 2dFGRS and
2MASS. These surveys include only limited areas of the
sky. Therefore, including the 2dFGRS and 2MASS galax-
ies with unlisted morphology in the calculation would in-
troduce a selection bias into the sample. (4) Galaxies
with an unlisted mβ were assigned mβ = −11 mag. (5)
Objects with Ext = 99 were assigned an Extk = 0 mag.
(6) All the sample galaxies were considered mature and
stable (Mg = 0). The result was 29,984 sample galaxies.
The iteration procedure was: (1) Estimate the D to
the sample galaxies (see Appendix A). (2) Calculate the
ǫm of the sample galaxies using D and Eq. (10). (3)
Using the D and ǫm of the galaxies, calculate the F , P ,
and ∇2ρ of the trial galaxies. (4) For the trial galaxies,
adjust the constants, calculate the redshift zc of Eq. (14),
and calculate
zc = Kscmzm +Kicm, (16)
where Kscm is the least squares slope and Kicm is the
least squares intercept of the presumed linear relation-
ship. Adjust the constants to maximize the correlation
coefficient of Eq. (16) with Kscm ≈ 1 and with Kicm ≈ 0.
(5) Calculate the redshift zcs of the sample galaxies with
D < 45 Mpc using zcs = zc of Eq. (14), the constants
found in step (4), and the current value of D for each
galaxy. (6) If zcs < (1− 0.6Kcm)zm, where 0 < Kcm < 1
is an assigned constant, then the new estimated distance
Dnew = (1 + Kcm)D. If zcs > (1 + 0.6Kcm)zm, then
Dnew = (1 − Kcm)D. (7) Set D = Dnew for the Cate-
gory C through Category E sample galaxies that have a
D < 45 Mpc. (8) repeat steps (2) through (8). For the
first, second, and third iteration, Kcm = 0.15, 0.10, and
0.10, respectively.
Figure 2 shows plots of ρwo (×10
−3 q ho−3) versus Da
(Mpc) for the Category A galaxies.
Figure 3 shows a plot of zc versus zm for the trial galax-
ies after the third iteration. Tables I, II, and III lists
the data for the trial galaxies. After the third iteration,
Kscm = 1.02±0.08 and Kicm = (0±6)×10
−5 at 1σ. The
correlation coefficient is 0.93.
5FIG. 2: Plot of ρwo (×10
−3 q ho−3) versus Da (Mpc) of the Category A galaxies.
The Kd ≈ 0 and, therefore, was ignored. Therefore,
Eq. (14) becomes
1
zc + 1
= Kmin + e
X , (17)
where
X = KdpDP +KpP +KfF +K∇
∫ D
0
∇2ρ dx+KvpPve.
(18)
The values of the K∇
∫D
0 ∇
2ρ dx term are small ex-
cept for NGC 4321. As seen in Fig. 4, The photon path
passes very near galaxies at 0.02 Mpc and 0.03 Mpc. This
causes the K∇
∫D
0
∇2ρ dx term to be greater than other
Category A galaxies.
6FIG. 2: (Cont.)
IV. IMPLICATIONS
The Kd = 0. The Doppler shift is independent of a
distance, only, term. Rather, the Doppler shift is depen-
dant on distance because a larger distance implies larger
P and F terms. The Doppler shift observed in parti-
cle photons is partially caused by the rate of increasing
amount of Space between emitter and observer. For val-
ues of D of the order of size of the solar system and for
volumes in a galaxy, P ≈ 0, F ≈ 0, and the ∇2ρ = dρ/dt
term predominates and is interpreted to be the relative
velocity v between emitter and observer. Thus, z ∝ v.
The Newtonian redshift is recovered.
The analysis herein calculated D of galaxies within
approximately 25 Mpc from earth. Assuming the vol-
umes of space with radii in increments of 50 Mpc are
approximately as the local volume, the X term will be-
come predominate and Kmin is small. Therefore, z −→
exp(−X) − 1 ≈ −X . Figure 5 is a plot of Da versus X .
The straight line is a plot of the least squares fit of the
7TABLE I: Trial galaxy data in order of increasing Da after the third iteration.
Galaxy Morphology Lon
a Lat
a Da zm zh zc P F
∫
D
0
∇
2ρ dx
×10−3 ×10−3 ×10−3 ×1010 ×1012 ×108
deg. deg. Mpc q Mpc−2 q Mpc−3 q Mpc−2
IC 1613 IB(s)m 130 -61 0.65 -0.518 0.152 -0.872 0.27 0.07 0.30
NGC 0224 SA(s)b LINER 121 -22 0.79 -0.408 0.184 -1.008 0.30 0.06 -1.54
NGC 0598 SA(s)cd HII 134 -31 0.84 -0.148 0.196 -0.866 0.36 0.08 0.30
NGC 0300 SA(s)d 299 -79 2.00 0.336 0.467 0.171 0.97 0.21 0.82
NGC 5253 Im pec;HII Sbrst 315 30 3.15 0.903 0.735 0.215 0.52 0.22 -0.54
NGC 2403 SAB(s)cd HII 151 29 3.22 0.758 0.751 0.013 1.24 0.33 -0.08
NGC 3031 SA(s)ab;LINER Sy1.8 142 41 3.63 0.243 0.847 0.152 1.37 0.36 -1.82
IC 4182 SA(s)m 108 79 4.49 1.231 1.048 1.042 1.58 0.47 0.60
NGC 3621 SA(s)d 281 26 6.64 1.759 1.549 1.746 0.96 0.51 0.42
NGC 5457 SAB(rs)cd 102 60 6.70 1.202 1.563 0.482 2.34 0.47 2.22
NGC 4258 SAB(s)bc;LINER Sy1.9 138 69 7.98 1.694 1.862 1.770 3.32 0.81 1.86
NGC 0925 SAB(s)d HII 145 -25 9.16 2.216 2.137 2.028 3.43 0.95 -0.06
NGC 3351 SB(r)b;HII Sbrst 234 56 10.00 2.258 2.333 2.987 3.75 1.03 0.00
NGC 3627 SAB(s)b;LINER Sy2 242 64 10.05 2.145 2.345 3.123 3.73 1.03 0.35
NGC 3368 SAB(rs)ab;Sy LINER 234 57 10.52 2.659 2.455 3.050 4.01 1.08 -0.19
NGC 2541 SA(s)cd LINER 170 33 11.22 1.963 2.618 1.801 4.45 1.16 0.22
NGC 2090 SA (rs)b 239 -27 11.75 2.490 2.742 4.188 4.50 1.22 -0.27
NGC 4725c SAB(r)ab pec Sy2 295 88 12.36 4.026 2.884 3.528 4.95 1.26 7.18
NGC 3319 SB(rs)cd HII 176 59 13.30 2.497 3.103 2.196 5.75 1.38 0.32
NGC 3198 SB(rs)c 171 55 13.80 2.281 3.220 2.016 5.93 1.43 0.13
NGC 2841 SA(r)b ;LINER Sy1 167 44 14.07 2.249 3.283 1.688 5.80 1.42 -1.93
NGC 7331 SA(s)b LINER 94 -21 14.72 3.434 3.435 4.394 4.75 1.51 2.25
NGC 4496Ab SB(rs)m 291 66 14.86 5.505 3.467 5.109 5.46 1.54 -1.03
NGC 4536b SAB(rs)bc HII 293 65 14.93 5.752 3.484 5.177 5.50 1.55 -0.25
NGC 4321b SAB(s)bc;LINER HII 271 77 15.21 5.087 3.549 5.227 5.35 1.53 53 440.13
NGC 4535b SAB(s)c HII 290 71 15.78 6.325 3.682 5.382 5.21 1.63 -8.28
NGC 1326A SB(s)m 239 -56 16.14 5.713 3.766 5.401 6.53 1.68 0.28
NGC 4548b SBb(rs);LINER Sy 286 77 16.22 1.476 3.785 4.144 5.17 1.47 192.50
NGC 4414 SA(rs)c? LINER 175 83 17.70 2.416 4.130 2.835 8.04 1.82 4.14
NGC 1365 (R’)SBb(s)b Sy1.8 238 -55 17.95 5.049 4.188 5.424 7.29 1.85 -0.67
NGC 1425 SA(rs)b 228 -53 21.88 4.666 5.105 4.951 8.89 2.26 -0.36
NGC 4639b SAB(rs)bc Sy1.8 294 76 21.98 3.223 5.129 3.853 8.54 2.11 82.26
aRounded to the nearest degree.
bThe data points for galaxies with (l,b) = (290◦ ± 20◦,75◦ ± 15◦)
(see Figs. 1 and 3).
data. The line is
Da = (−2600± 100Mpc)X + (0.9± 0.2Mpc)
≈
c
115
z (19)
at 1σ and with a correlation coefficient of 0.87.
At Da = 23 Gpc, Eq. (19) implies exp(X) = Kmin/2.
At large cosmological distance, z −→ K−1min ≈ 1000.
Therefore, the number of hods in photons from super
cosmological scale distances are approximately equal and
the universe appears isotropic.
Homogeneity in the CUM means the density of Space
and the number and strengths of galaxies are approxi-
mately the same in volumes with radii of order of hun-
dreds of Mpc. Therefore, in cosmological scale distances,
the universe appears statistically homogenous [12].
However, this suggestion is based on the assumption
that the more distant volumes of Space are similar to our
local volume. Since distance implies regression in time,
the Mg = 0 assumption may be invalid at cosmological
scale distances. Since distance implies a larger ∆N/N ,
the Cs varies at cosmological scale distances.
The values of X are less than zero. The blueshift is
because the 1/[Kmin − exp(X)] term is less than one.
Since the dρ/dt term is small for inter-galaxy distances,
the energy continuity equation implies the existence of
a physical mechanism to add hods to photons as they
travel from emitters. Further, the ∇ρ and ∇2ρmay equal
zero. This suggests there may exist regions of the uni-
verse wherein the number of hods in transiting photons
remain unchanged.
The calculation of the Doppler shift herein assumes
light is corpuscular rather than wave-like.
V. DISCUSSION
The correlation coefficient of 93% was obtained with 14
constants, of which six are galaxy parameters, of Eq. (17)
for the 32 trial galaxies. For the Hubble law to achieve
such a correlation coefficient for the 32 trial galaxies, 33
parameters would be required. In addition, the CUM
explains the galaxy streaming noted by Aaronson et al.
[6], Lilje et al. [7], and Lynden-Bell et al. [10].
The requirement to know the position and absolute
magnitude of all galaxies, particularly those galaxies be-
tween the target galaxy and us, makes the use of Eq. (17)
impractical for larger distances. The first approximation
at large distances (the Hubble law) is more practical un-
less Sinks or galaxies are near the photon path such as
when gravitation lensing occurs.
Although statistical homogeneity in matter and Space
8TABLE II: The components of Eq. (14) for each trial galaxy after the third iteration.
Galaxy KdpDP KpP KfF K∇
∫
D
0
∇
2ρ dx KvpPve X
×10−3 ×10−3 ×10−3 ×10−9 ×10−3 ×10−3
IC 1613 0.007 -0.03 -0.40 -6.31 0.028 -0.396
NGC 0224 0.010 -0.04 -0.33 32.44 0.102 -0.261
NGC 0598 0.013 -0.05 -0.49 5.59 0.120 -0.403
NGC 0300 0.081 -0.12 -1.20 -17.15 -0.202 -1.441
NGC 5253 0.069 -0.07 -1.31 9.85 -0.179 -1.485
NGC 2403 0.168 -0.16 -1.93 1.76 0.636 -1.283
NGC 3031 0.209 -0.18 -2.09 38.23 0.637 -1.422
IC 4182 0.298 -0.20 -2.72 -12.56 0.313 -2.313
NGC 3621 0.267 -0.12 -2.97 -8.84 -0.190 -3.016
NGC 5457 0.657 -0.30 -2.73 -46.69 0.624 -1.753
NGC 4258 1.111 -0.43 -4.73 -39.05 1.006 -3.041
NGC 0925 1.315 -0.44 -5.53 1.17 1.352 -3.299
NGC 3351 1.570 -0.48 -6.01 -0.07 0.668 -4.256
NGC 3627 1.570 -0.48 -6.02 -7.33 0.534 -4.392
NGC 3368 1.766 -0.51 -6.28 3.92 0.704 -4.320
NGC 2541 2.090 -0.57 -6.78 -4.70 2.185 -3.071
NGC 2090 2.215 -0.58 -7.08 5.59 -0.016 -5.455
NGC 4725 2.564 -0.63 -7.35 -150.80 0.625 -4.796
NGC 3319 3.202 -0.74 -8.03 -6.81 2.096 -3.466
NGC 3198 3.426 -0.76 -8.31 -2.77 2.358 -3.287
NGC 2841 3.419 -0.74 -8.29 40.48 2.653 -2.959
NGC 7331 2.930 -0.61 -8.77 -47.24 0.792 -5.660
NGC 4496Aa 3.401 -0.70 -8.99 21.55 -0.087 -6.373
NGC 4536a 3.440 -0.70 -9.00 5.18 -0.182 -6.441
NGC 4321a 3.408 -0.68 -8.93 -1 122 242.83 0.461 -6.864
NGC 4535a 3.445 -0.67 -9.49 173.88 0.071 -6.645
NGC 1326A 4.416 -0.84 -9.77 -5.87 -0.472 -6.663
NGC 4548a 3.510 -0.66 -8.57 -4 042.45 0.313 -5.412
NGC 4414 5.962 -1.03 -10.60 -86.90 1.561 -4.104
NGC 1365 5.480 -0.93 -10.76 14.03 -0.475 -6.686
NGC 1425 8.150 -1.14 -13.18 7.60 -0.047 -6.215
NGC 4639a 7.869 -1.09 -12.25 -1 727.43 0.359 -5.121
aThe data points for galaxies with (l,b) = (290◦ ± 20◦,75◦ ± 15◦)
(see Figs. 1 and 3).
TABLE III: The values of the constants of Eq. (14) after the third iteration.
Parameter value units
Milky Way Luminosity 1.58 × 107 erg s−1
NGC 4486 Luminosity −9.01 × 109 erg s−1
NGC 4486 Distance 15.2 Mpc
NGC 5128 Luminosity −1.21× 1010 erg s−1
NGC 5128 Distancea 3.85 Mpc
PKS 1343-60 Luminosity −6.21 × 109 erg s−1
PKS 1343-60 Distance 22.0 Mpc
Kmin 1.269 × 10
−3
Kdp 4.190 × 10
−15 q−1 ho3
Kd
b 0.00 Mpc−1
Kp −1.280× 10
−14 q−1 Mpc−1 ho3
Kf −5.820× 10
−15 q−1 ho3
Kco −1.040× 10
11 q ho−3 Mpc−1
K∇ 4.190 × 10
−15 q−2 ho6 Mpc
Kvp 5.300 × 10
−14 q−1 Mpc−1 ho3 deg−1
Lat 15
◦
Lon 157
◦
aFrom reference [8].
bSince Kd = 0, it is ignored in the final equation.
distribution on large scales appears valid, on smaller
scales matter and Space are inhomogeneous. Therefore, a
cosmology that explains small-scale observations (includ-
ing inhomogeneity), that reduces to statistical homogene-
ity on cosmological scales, and that reduces to Newtonian
expectation on very small scales seems more plausible
than a cosmology that requires homogeneity and that
fails on galaxy scales [13, 14, 15].
9FIG. 3: Plot of the measured redshift zm versus the calculated
redshift zc using Eq. (14) for 32 Category A sample galaxies
[3, 4]. The straight line indicates zc = zm. The circles indicate
the data points for galaxies with (l,b) = (290◦±20◦,75◦±15◦).
FIG. 4: Plot of ρwo (×10
−3 q ho−3) versus Da (Mpc) of NGC
4321 for Da < 0.5 Mpc.
FIG. 5: Plot of Da (Mpc) versus X. The larger circles are the
data points for the galaxies with (l,b) = (290◦±20◦,75◦±15◦)
(see Figs. 1 and 3).
VI. CONCLUSION
The redshift - distance (z − D) relation derived from
the Changing Universe Model (CUM) has been success-
fully demonstrated for a trial sample of 32 galaxies with
distances calculated using Cepheid variable stars. The
equation developed is
1
z + 1
= Kmin + exp(KdpDP +KpP +KfF
+K∇
∫ D
0
∇2ρ dx+KvpPve), (20)
where P , F , and ∇2ρ depend on the Space and gravita-
tion forces and the K values are constants.
The fact that the CUM successfully delivers a high cor-
relation z −D relation offers hope the CUM and its in-
homogeneous character may extend to cosmological scale
distance.
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APPENDIX A: INITIAL DISTANCE
ESTIMATION
Category A galaxies consisted of the 32 trial galaxies.
Category B galaxies consisted of 5967 spiral galaxies in
the sample that were not Category A galaxies with W20,
in, and mβ values listed in the databases. The distance
Db (Mpc) for each of the Category B galaxies were cal-
culated as follows: (1) For the Category A galaxies, the
absolute magnitude Ma was calculated
Ma
mag.
=
mβk
mag.
−
Extk
mag.
− 25− 5 log
(
Da
Mpc
)
. (A1)
(2) A plot of Ma/mag. versus log(W
i
20/km s
−1), where
W i20 is the inclination corrected W20, is presented in
Fig. 6. IC 1613 (an Irregular galaxy), NGC 5253 (an
Irregular galaxy), and NGC 5457 (Freedman et al. [3]
noted the Da was calculated differently) were omitted
FIG. 7: Plot of distances Da to galaxies calculated using
Cepheid variable stars as listed by Freedman et al. [3] and
Macri et al. [4] versus the redshift zm of these galaxies. The
straight line is a plot of Eq. (A5).
.
from the plot. The straight line in Fig. 6 is a plot of
Ma
mag.
= Kws log
(
W i20
km s−1
)
+Kwi, (A2)
where Kws = −6.0 ± 0.6, and Kwi = −4 ± 1 at one
standard deviation ( 1σ). The correlation coefficient is
-0.90. Tully and Fisher [16] calculated a similar relation
with Kws = −6.25 and Kwi = −3.5. The circles indicate
the data points for galaxies with (l,b) = (290◦±20◦,75◦±
15◦) as in Fig. 1. However, unlike Fig. 1, the data in
Fig. 6 for the outlier galaxies appears consistent with the
other sample galaxies’ data. (3) The Db is
Db = 10
0.4(mβk−Mb−Extk), (A3)
where
Mb
mag.
= Kws log
(
W i20
km s−1
)
+Kwi. (A4)
Category C galaxies consisted of galaxies in the sample
that were not in the previous categories with −0.001 <
zm < .002. A plot of Da versus zm for the trial galaxies
in the Category C range is presented in Fig. 7. Since
the goal of this section is to arrive at the initial distance
estimation, NGC 2541 and NGC 4548 are outlier galax-
ies and were omitted from the plot for simplicity. The
straight line in Fig. 7 is a plot of
Da =
czm
Kczs
+Kczi, (A5)
11
where Kczs = 100± 10 km s
−1 Mpc−1, and Kczi = 1.7±
0.4 Mpc at 1σ. The correlation coefficient is -0.93.
The distance Dc (Mpc) for Category C galaxies is
Dc =
czm
Kczs
+Kczi. (A6)
Category D galaxies are galaxies in the sample not in
the previous categories and with zm < −0.001. The dis-
tance Dd (Mpc) to Category D galaxies was 1 Mpc.
Category E galaxies are all other galaxies in the sample
not in the previous categories. The distance De (Mpc) to
these galaxies was calculated using the Hubble law with
Ho = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
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